
 

 

Stories in the Sky Curricula 

Unit Plan: Stories in the Sky: Rotating Planets and Dancing Constellations 

Curricula Design: Danielle R. Kinne and Mila Parrish for the Cool Moves Camp  

Title of Lesson Plan: Exploring Movement of Outer Space and the Rotating Planets  

Ages 6-10  

NCSOS Teaching Standards (1-2): NC 1.E.1/2.E.1/ 3.E.1/ 3.E.2 /C.P.1 /K.CP.1.2/1.CP.1 

National Teaching Standards (1-2): DA:Cr3.1.3 

Description: Introducing and exploring outer space through movement. Students will learn vocabulary relating to 
the scientific study of the galaxy, planets and stars. They will explore our solar System located within the Milky 
Way and each plane’s atmospheric characteristics and their special relationship within the solar system. Students 
will make connections with and locate themselves within the universe, galaxy, solar system, planet, continent, 
country, state, city, and street where they live through science, visual art activities and movement. They will learn 
and physically explore vocabulary relating to outer space: Universe, Space, Galaxy, Solar System, Planets, and 
Astronomy. As well as learning and applying dance terminology having to do with: space, shapes and relationships. 
Students will discover how different cultures have described the magic of space and our solar system, creating a 
dance that explores rotation, gravity and force using their own movements based off of the planets and stories of the 
stars.  

Essential Question(s): Do Students have an understanding of what the universe is? Can students identify each 
planet within our solar system, their special relationship and know the atmospheric characteristics of each planet? 
Can students locate themselves within the solar system? Can students use vocabulary learned in class when speaking 
about solar system? Do they have an understanding of what they see from planet earth is different from what other 
people see in different parts of the world? 

Student will:  

Will Know: 
● That the solar system includes star, planets, and other objects.  
● Planets and other objects revolve around the star.  
● That Earth is the third planet from the sun.  
● The sun and stars in the sky move in consistent patterns.  
● The Earth rotates on its axis and revolves around the sun.  

Will Understand: 
● The sun, planets, and many moons are part of our solar system.  
● When light sources change position, shadows change as well.  

Will Do 
● A Physical and Visual Diagram and label the parts in the solar system. 
● Describe how the planets revolve around the sun.  
● Explain how day and night are caused by Earth’s rotation.  

Diverse Learners:  Visual/Auditory/Kinesthetic/Writing  
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21st century skills: Global Awareness- the learning of diverse cultures, Learning and Innovation Skills- creativity 
and innovation of movement applied to essential learning pertaining to the solar system, Life and Career Skills- 
learning about relationships to place person and objects, personal space and public space, collaboration with other 
peers, peer evaluations and critical thinking skills. 

Assessment(s): Pre- Assessment: Students will draw in their journals for 5 minutes, about imagine what’s in the sky. 
Show pictures of planets and see if they can verbally Identify. 

Video Check in and interview:  

Day 1 Questions: Close your eyes, Imagine what's up in the night's sky? Can you tell me about what you see? What 
kind of planet do you want to live on? What would it look like? Would there be water on that planet and trees? How 
many Planets do you think are out there in the great big sky? What does it me to rotate? Can you show me? What is 
the Milky Way? How big is the universe? What is a Constellation? Do you ever look at the stars in the night sky? 
What do you see? Can you show me what a shooting star looks like? Is it noisy in space? Do planets and comets 
move in different patters? How do planets get their names?  

Day 3 Questions : Can you think of anything that you have learned in this class that you did not know before 
coming to Cool Camp? Can you show me how your planet moves around the sun?  

Day 5 Questions: Tell me what your favorite planet is and why? What is a constellation, and can you tell us about 
the constellation you discovered? What did you name it and why? What's the story of your constellation? Can you 
tell me what the Solar System is? How many Planets are there? Tell me about star gazing? What’s an astronomer? 
Close your eyes, Imagine what's up in the night's sky? Can you tell me about what you see?  

Documentation: Video each day’s Progress: Progression of dance making and connections share with students and 
discuss. What was your favorite part why? Peer review have students watch each other. 

Materials List (includes music): markers, double sided tape, Planet name tags, Blank paper, Sidewalk Chalk, 
Hoola Hoops, Colored tape (Red, Orange, Yellow, Green, Blue and Purple), string, construction paper, Roll of black 
Kraft paper, Glow in the Dark Paint. Book- Meet the Planets, by John McGranaghan and music (shared folder in 
Google drive), ipad for documentation and Tablet for music. 

 

 

Stories in the Sky  

Lesson Plan 1 Galaxy Groove  

1. Meet My Our New Friends - Introductions, Name tags and Pre-Assessment Video Journaling and Visual 
Identification Game 

2. Getting into the Galaxy Groove - Name Game- Name and Movement.  Rules of respect Rules & Conduct 
(Audible Attention -Clap Rhythm, Voice Control- Hand Puppet, Space Control- Big body X). Respect For yourself, 
respect for others, respect for teachers and respect for the space Sign Language Letter R, Crossed fingers. Written 
Rules: Mouth (voice control), Body (body control), Star (spatial control), R (respect). No touch BALLS, Pillows, or 
Hoops unless we are working with them. When you find it hard to focus on what we are doing find a place to lay 
down in your x where you are safe from others.  

3. Creative Exploration – (a) Exploration of Rotation and turning on axis, independently - How many different 
ways can you rotate? Standing, Floor, Knees, on one leg, using only hands. How do you rotate side ways?  With 
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partners, rotating around each other.  (b) Tilt Rotation Challenge- Let’s see how far can you tilt and rotate with out 
falling to the floor? What keeps the tilt under your control? (core) (c) Near space and far space as a big group, with 
partner- how close can you get how far can you get? Travel towards your partner as though you are moving through 
thick creamy peanut butter, move away as though you are moving through Wiggly Giggly Jell-O. Hoops on floor, 
dance in and out of the them on the floor. Without touching them. (d) Carving through space with different body 
parts as though you are carving your way through a long tunnel full of prickly grass, carve through play dough, in 
circular patterns, Use body part cards pull out of magic basket. (e) Fold and fall 

4. Rad Reading Time and Fish Food/Water - Book- Meet the Planets- Before reading hand out Fish Food Snacks, 
coloring pages and markers. Learning about the rotation of the planets, the sun, the moon, learn about light and dark, 
shadows and the consistent patterns of the rotation. Milky way. Talk about Gravity, and Force.  

5. Light as a Feather - Movement exploration with Feathers and Balls (Gravity and force) 

6. Crazy Planet Time- Physical explorations of planets and atmospheric characteristics, Each exploration 1 minute 
after each one freeze. Then have them choose their favorite planet, Freeze!!!!!!!!!! 

7. Super Extraordinary Galaxy Hoops- Hand out Hoola Hoops. Explore all of the different ways to move with the 
hoops Move through. Thinking of rotation and each planets characteristic to create movement. Discover new ways 
of moving with and through hoops. Try to remember so you can show your new friends! Create signature movement 
that represents their Favorite Planet.  

8. Dance Sharing - Movements of planets with music, video recording. Journaling about their favorite part of class 

9. Goodbye dance  

 

Stories in the Sky 

Lesson Plan 2 No Place Like Space 

Brief Description: Introducing and exploring outer space through movement. Students will learn vocabulary 
relating to the scientific study of the galaxy, planets and stars. They will explore our solar System located within the 
Milky Way and each plane’s atmospheric characteristics and their special relationship within the solar system. 
Students will make connections with and locate themselves within the universe, galaxy, solar system, planet, 
continent, country, state, city, and street where they live through science, visual art activities and movement. They 
will learn and physically explore vocabulary relating to outer space: Universe, Space, Galaxy, Solar System, Planets, 
and Astronomy. As well as learning and applying dance terminology having to do with: space, shapes and 
relationships. Students will discover how different cultures have described the magic of space and our solar system, 
creating a dance that explores rotation, gravity and force using their own movements based off of the planets and 
stories of the stars.  

Essential Question(s): Do Students have an understanding of what the universe is? Can students identify each 
planet within our solar system, their special relationship and know the atmospheric characteristics of each planet? 
Can students locate themselves within the solar system? Can students use vocabulary learned in class when speaking 
about solar system? Do they have an understanding of what they see from planet earth is different from what other 
people see in different parts of the world? 

Assessment(s): Pre- Assessment: Students will draw in their journals for 5 minutes, about imagine what’s in the sky. 
Show pictures of planets and see if they can verbally Identify. 
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Video Check in and interview:  

Documentation: Video each day’s Progress: Progression of dance making and connections share with students and 
discuss. What was your favorite part why? Peer review have students watch each other. 

THE LESSON  

1. Getting into the Galaxy Groove - Name Game: Follow the leader, Say name and do traveling movement we 
follow to a new spot in the room with you. 

2. Review: Rules of respect Rules & Conduct: Audible Attention -Clap Rhythm, Voice Control- Hand Puppet, 
Space Control- Big body X, Respect For yourself, respect for others, respect for teachers and respect for the space 
Sign Language Letter R, Crossed fingers. Written Rules: Mouth (voice control), Body (body control), Star (spatial 
control), R (respect), No touch BALLS, Pillows, or Hoops unless we are working with them. When you find it hard 
to focus on what we are doing find a place to lay down in your x where you are safe from others.  

3. Creative Warm-up Exploration - (a) Grow like a flower in the sun light, go to sleep in the night and rest your 
petals. 2x (b) Fold fall grow float on floor on back, on side, on belly, side, starting in x 3x then grow up. (c) Review 
Exploration of Rotation and turning, How many different ways can you rotate? Standing, Floor, Knees, on one leg, 
using only hands, side ways? Rotate just one body part at a time. (d) With partners, rotating around each other 
holding hands pulling away turning, don’t let go. Learning how to spot your partner, why do dancers spot? (e) 
Negative space and positive space. With partner. (f) Swing with different body parts How do you swing your body? 
Show me. Choose a card from the magic basket and show me how to swing that part. How can you swing while 
moving to a new spot in the room. (g) Partner Hold hoops and you move through them, exploring ways of moving 
through them that you have never done before. (h) Small Rounded shapes shifting around the surface of the moon- 
shape(Clap), shape(Clap), shape (Clap),Oh no here comes a big crater,  leap over the crater!  (small Shape, Shape, 
Shape, and Leap) (i) Chase, Floating Balance Challenge- find a floating balance and hold it, each time I hit the drum 
you should chase to a new space and make a new balancing shape. (core)  

4. Rad Reading Time - Book- There’s No Place Like Space by Tish Rabe.   Before reading hand out Fish Food 
Snacks, coloring pages and markers (Astronauts, Sun and the moon, Locate your self, Questions and Answer Time) 

5. Movement Exploration Cold as ice, Hot and dry like the Desert, crazy winds and constant storms, big craters, 
and floating airy planets in the sky. (a) Movement exploration Cold movement, Hot movement; (b) Windy, dry, 
constant storms, don’t fall in the craters, (c) Rotate fast and slow, (d)Floating and sinking.   

6. Review Crazy Planet dance and Super Extraordinary Galaxy Hoops - (a) Physical explorations of planets and 
atmospheric characteristics, Each exploration 1 minute after each one freeze. Then have them choose their favorite 
planet, Freeze! Have groups watch each other and provide peer feedback. (b) Create partner dances of rotating 
planets, own plant dance, group dance three things altogether. Dance ideas----Each dancer goes through the planets 
then joins their partner to rotate holding hands and spotting. Make a hoola hoop shape that a comet dances through. 
(switch replace) Or as the sun moves the other planets rotate around in a circle. Present pathways/map and order of 
solar dance, entrances and exits. Talk about how we start a dance and end a dance. Start in a shape end in a slow 
traveling rotation off stage. Have groups watch each other and provide peer feedback.   

7. Video and sharing - Movements of planets with music, video recording Journaling about their favorite part of 
class. Video journal 

8. Goodbye dance  
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Stories in the Sky 

Lesson Plan 3 Connected Constellations 

Brief Description: Introducing and exploring outer space through movement. Students will learn vocabulary 
relating to the scientific study of the galaxy, planets and stars. They will explore our solar System located within the 
Milky Way and each plane’s atmospheric characteristics and their special relationship within the solar system. 
Students will make connections with and locate themselves within the universe, galaxy, solar system, planet, 
continent, country, state, city, and street where they live through science, visual art activities and movement. They 
will learn and physically explore vocabulary relating to outer space: Universe, Space, Galaxy, Solar System, Planets, 
and Astronomy. As well as learning and applying dance terminology having to do with: space, shapes and 
relationships. Students will discover how different cultures have described the magic of space and our solar system, 
creating a dance that explores rotation, gravity and force using their own movements based off of the planets and 
stories of the stars.  

Essential Question(s): Do Students have an understanding of what the universe is? Can students identify each 
planet within our solar system, their special relationship and know the atmospheric characteristics of each planet? 
Can students locate themselves within the solar system? Can students use vocabulary learned in class when speaking 
about solar system? Do they have an understanding of what they see from planet earth is different from what other 
people see in different parts of the world? 

Assessment(s): Pre- Assessment: Students will draw in their journals for 5 minutes, about imagine what’s in the sky. 
Show pictures of planets and see if they can verbally Identify. 

THE LESSON  

1. Getting into the Galaxy Groove- Name Game: Follow the leader, say name and do traveling movement we 
follow to a new spot in the room with you. 

2. Review: Rules of respect Rules & Conduct:  

3. Creative Warm-up Exploration (a) Grow like a flower in the sun light, go to sleep in the night and rest your 
petals. 2x. (b) Shapes in space, Bear, Crab, Fish, Bird, Lion Shooting a bow and arrow (Bear shape bear shape let’s 
make a bear shape) Try and do this with no noise first. Find a partner and make a connecting shape. When I hit the 
drum find a new partner and connect in a new shape. (c) Come on Move and freeze- song youtube (Across the 
Floor). (d) Crawl through your space ship you only have a tiny little space to move through. Slide across the icy 
surface of the planet Neptune. Roll forwards as if you are rolling down a hill on planet earth. Run slowly backwards 
away from the hot sun. Slowly travel across the floor pretend you are a star sparkling in the night. Skip as if you are 
skipping across the hot surface of Mercury. Sparkle step hop. Float across the moon. Show me your best shooting 
star 

4. Rad Reading - stories about Ursa Major Talk about Diverse Cultures having their own stories and names about 
the stars. 

5. Storming the Brilliant Brain About Stars  - Brianstorm about Stars (a)Shooting stars, Comets- space rock that 
orbits the sun, Constellations,  Astronomers study the stars and the solar system, from earth. (b)Astronaut- Study 
space by traveling to space in a rocketship. 

6. Assessment video interview - Would any of you like to go in space? Why?  

7. Cosmic comets and shooting stars dance – (a) Discuss How do you think a comets and shooting stars moves? 
Fast, Rolling, Spinning, Sparkles, Explosions of gas in the sky, leaving trails of light behind them. What else can 
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you think of?  (b) Make up unique movement as if you were a comet. (c) Move freeze as a comet or shooting star. 
when I call your name only you move throughout the space and through your friends, shooting star. 

8. Introduce Constellations- (a) Talk about constellations and their stories? (b) Look at constellations and make                
same shape. Partner constellations shapes- must stay connected. (c) Create Group Constellation with streamers,              
create moving constellations in three groups. (d) Make group constellations- group connecting shapes, then as a                
group move to a new place in the room and make a new constellation, one star with a tail.  

9. Cosmic Freeze Dance - Move like your favorite planet, do a dance of the stars, float on the moon or skip from 
star to star, roll like a comet quickly, round and round or do a look dance of the stars, but when I use the chimes, 
freeze in your very still in place, use all of your muscles to hold you in space, no wobbling please. Let’s see you 
shine! 

10. Make Constellation - Make shapes to become constellations on paper 

A: Create own Constellations (Name, folktale and movement) Partners-Have students lay on black paper in any 
shape, using white Chalk? pencil have partner make stars at points of body, then after partners have both done 
this have each student paint, with glow in the dark paint, stars where the dots are. 

B: On another piece of paper have them write out their constellation story (or video tape this) and name them, share 
the stories with the class.  

C: Have them create three to four movement ideas that represent their constellation. Connecting constellations 

11. Self Reflection - Journaling about their favorite part of class.  

12. Goodbye dance  

 

Stories in the Sky 

Lesson Plan 4 Shooting Stars 

Brief Description: Introducing and exploring outer space through movement. Students will learn vocabulary 
relating to the scientific study of the galaxy, planets and stars. They will explore our solar System located within the 
Milky Way and each plane’s atmospheric characteristics and their special relationship within the solar system. 
Students will make connections with and locate themselves within the universe, galaxy, solar system, planet, 
continent, country, state, city, and street where they live through science, visual art activities and movement. They 
will learn and physically explore vocabulary relating to outer space: Universe, Space, Galaxy, Solar System, Planets, 
and Astronomy. As well as learning and applying dance terminology having to do with: space, shapes and 
relationships. Students will discover how different cultures have described the magic of space and our solar system, 
creating a dance that explores rotation, gravity and force using their own movements based off of the planets and 
stories of the stars.  

Essential Question(s): Do Students have an understanding of what the universe is? Can students identify each 
planet within our solar system, their special relationship and know the atmospheric characteristics of each planet? 
Can students locate themselves within the solar system? Can students use vocabulary learned in class when speaking 
about solar system? Do they have an understanding of what they see from planet earth is different from what other 
people see in different parts of the world? 
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Assessment(s): Pre- Assessment: Students will draw in their journals for 5 minutes, about imagine what’s in the sky. 
Show pictures of planets and see if they can verbally Identify. 

THE LESSON  

1. Creative Warm-up Exploration – (a) Grow like a flower in the sun light, go to sleep in the night and rest your 
petals. 2x (b) Shapes in space, Bear, Crab, Fish, Bird, Lion Shooting a bow and arrow (Bear shape bear shape let’s 
make a bear shape) Try and do this with no noise first. (c) Find a partner and make a connecting shape. When I hit 
the drum find a new partner and connect in a new shape. (d) Explore your own space bubble, pretend like you are in 
your very own bubble…feel the sides and see how it moves with you, don’t let it touch anyone elses. (Across the 
Floor) (e) Crawl through your space ship you only have a tiny little space to move through. Slide across the icy 
surface of the planet Neptune. Roll forwards as if you are rolling down a hill on planet earth. Run slowly backwards 
away from the hot sun. Slowly travel across the floor pretend you are a star sparkling in the night. Skip as if you are 
skipping across the hot surface of Mercury.  Sparkle step hop.  Float across the moon.  Show me your best shooting 
star 

2.  Rad Space Video  

 https://youtu.be/1sZ15SUeS9w  and https://youtu.be/ppajpMosxQI  

Talk about Diverse Cultures having their own stories and names about the stars. 

3. Video Interview - Would any of you like to go in space? Why?  What’s your favorite fabulous planet? What is a 
constellation, what did you name yours? Why? Video this, Interview Time 

4. Review Comet Dance and add in Solo Shooting Stars - Move freeze as a comet or shooting star. When I call your 
name only you move throughout the space and through your friends, shooting star. 

5. Review – Comet gallop, spin roll and Constellation Connections (high medium low) 

6. Review Sun dance and hoop dance, decorate hoops. Add both dances together. 

7. Cosmic Freeze Dance - Move like your favorite planet, do a dance of the stars, float on the moon or skip from 
star to star, roll like a comet quickly, round and round or do a look dance of the stars, but when I use the chimes, 
freeze in your very still in place, use all of your muscles to hold you in space, no wobbling please. Let’s see you 
shine! 

8. Sharing with other class 

9. Goodbye dance  

 

 

Stories in the Sky 

Lesson Plan 5 : the Magic of Space 

Brief Description: Introducing and exploring outer space through movement. Students will learn vocabulary 
relating to the scientific study of the galaxy, planets and stars. They will explore our solar System located within the 
Milky Way and each plane’s atmospheric characteristics and their special relationship within the solar system. 
Students will make connections with and locate themselves within the universe, galaxy, solar system, planet, 
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continent, country, state, city, and street where they live through science, visual art activities and movement. They 
will learn and physically explore vocabulary relating to outer space: Universe, Space, Galaxy, Solar System, Planets, 
and Astronomy. As well as learning and applying dance terminology having to do with: space, shapes and 
relationships. Students will discover how different cultures have described the magic of space and our solar system, 
creating a dance that explores rotation, gravity and force using their own movements based off of the planets and 
stories of the stars.  

Essential Question(s): Do Students have an understanding of what the universe is? Can students identify each 
planet within our solar system, their special relationship and know the atmospheric characteristics of each planet? 
Can students locate themselves within the solar system? Can students use vocabulary learned in class when speaking 
about solar system? Do they have an understanding of what they see from planet earth is different from what other 
people see in different parts of the world? 

Assessment(s): Pre- Assessment: Students will draw in their journals for 5 minutes, about imagine what’s in the sky. 
Show pictures of planets and see if they can verbally identify. 

 

THE LESSON  

1. Creative Warm-up Exploration (a) Grow like a flower in the sun light, go to sleep in the night and rest your 
petals. 2x (b) Shapes in space, Bear, Crab, Fish, Bird, Lion Shooting a bow and arrow (Bear shape bear shape let’s 
make a bear shape) Try and do this with no noise first. (c) Find a partner and make a connecting shape. When I hit 
the drum find a new partner and connect in a new shape. (d) Explore your own space bubble, pretend like you are in 
your very own bubble…feel the sides and see how it moves with you, don’t let it touch anyone elses. (e) Moving 
across the floor     - crawl through your space ship you only have a tiny little space to move through. Slide across the 
icy surface of the planet Neptune. Roll forwards as if you are rolling down a hill on planet earth. Run slowly 
backwards away from the hot sun. Slowly travel across the floor pretend you are a star sparkling in the night. Skip as 
if you are skipping across the hot surface of Mercury. Sparkle step hop. Float across the moon. Show me your best 
shooting star 

2. Coloring planets using dot to dot constellations  

3. Review freeze dance  

4. Review Comet Dance and Shooting Stars  

5. Review Constellation Dance and add in move and freeze-- freeze as a comet or shooting star. When I call your 
name only you move throughout the space and through your friends, shooting star. Review – Comet gallop, spin, 
roll and then leap. Constellation Connections (high medium low) connecting shapes  

6. Review Sun dance and hoop dance, decorate hoops. 

7. Sharing with Friends and Family 

8. Goodbye dance  

 

Resources and Materials for Class 
http://www.supercoloring.com/coloring-pages/space-astronomy -coloring pages 
http://www.planetsforkids.org/ 
http://spaceplace.nasa.gov/starfinder/en/ 
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http://www.kidsknowit.com/educational-songs/index.php?topic=Astronomy   - music 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wd_EIdZrvaU Music Planets 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7t3aXb3LpWg  Music Stars 
Goodbye dance song https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xcws7UWWDEs 
Shake Freeze https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=388Q44ReOWE 
Comet and Constellations Print  
http://www.windows2universe.org/comets/comets.html 
http://nfo.edu/astro/ursamj.htm 
http://amazing-space.stsci.edu/resources/print/classroom_activities/scibkgd_cnstlatn_qa.pdf 
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CREATIVE DANCE CLASS Stories in the sky 

Preparation &  

Participation  

1 

Student demonstrates 
very little effort in the 
preparation and 
execution of the dance. 
Student's enthusiasm is 
low. Very little effort/ 
time spent preparing for 
the performance.  

2 

Student demonstrates some 
effort in the preparation 
and execution of the dance. 
Student shows some 
interest for their work. 
Minimal time/ effort spent 
preparing for the 
performance.  

3 

Student demonstrates a 
good effort in the 
preparation and execution 
of the dance. Student is 
generally enthusiastic. 
Student has used their 
time sufficiently.  

4 

Student demonstrates a 
strong effort in the 
participation and 
execution of the dance. 
Student is enthusiastic 
and positive. Student has 
used their time 
effectively.  

 

Creativity  1 

Student demonstrates 
little to no creativity. 
Using the examples 
provided in class instead 
of creating a new and 
creative series of 
movements.  

2 

Student demonstrates some 
creativity. Altering 
examples provided in class. 

3 

Student demonstrates 
creativity. Creating an 
interesting and believable 
dance based outer space 
and stars.  

4 

Student demonstrates 
tremendous creativity. 
Creating a unique and 
inspiring dance based 
outer space and stars.  

 

Movement skills  1 

Although remembers 
some of dance, little 
attention paid to how 
movements are done or 
other details of dance.  

2 

Only some understanding 
of elements of body, shape 
and space, action verbs 
demonstrated in 
performance.  

3 

Dance performed with 
attention to most details 
of body, shape and space, 
action verbs 

4 

Dance performed with 
great attention to quality 
of movement, body 
position, dance elements 
of body, shape and space, 
action verbs and other 
details of dance.  

 

    total  
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Outline for dances developed during Stories in the Sky  

Sun Dance and Planets 

● Come in one by one Loco motor movements, Skips, Gallops, Chases to center of stage/studio create a 
connected group shape in the space, using rounded body shapes, each student is assigned a different level to 
make that connected shape. This is the Sun. 

● Every one gets blown off the stage with two freeze moments (one melts to the floor, one stays still) before 
leaving. Representing climate and weather on the planets. 

● One by one each student enters the stage dancing the movements of their plant. When they finish they make 
a shape some where in the space. Each planet has been explored, students will pick their favorite to work 
with in this section using atmosphere, rotation, weight and texture as inspiration.  

● They form a linear shape in the space that represents the Milky Way. 
● Break away in to pairs and rotate with partner to the hoola hoops, they dance with partner and hoopla 

hoops. Working together, and negotiating space while dancing with a prop, finding compromise. 
● Take partner to own hoop, and drop off go to each individual corner and do hoola hoop planet dance, 

exploring rotation, gravity, levels, isolated body parts, directional changes, end with special signature 
movement and freeze. 

Constellations and Comets Dance- streamers are attached to their arms and waistline. 

● Connecting shapes that move through space, three times one at a time, listening to tambourine for signal. 
Exploring levels and how to connect with different body parts each time. This is their representation of the 
constellations we learned about. Break away two at a time. Learning how to listen, compromise and how to 
be inventive. Use constellations they created in class as the shapes they make with their peers. 

● Follow the leader Shooting stars/ comets- Gallop, skin, roll and leap, then do most favorite movement 
learned in the class. Using the idea of the comets and the tail of dust and particles that stream behind as 
they tumble through space. 

● Gravity Dance: slow motion floating with melting to the floor. 
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